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ABSTRACT: Migraines are the sixth most disabling illness in the world.  Although they are often seen as just headaches,  they 
severely lower the quality of life for afflicted patients. Currently, migraine monitoring applications are ineffective and inaccurate. 
Through this project, multiple types of machine learning models were trained to predict the occurrence of migraines in individuals. 
Data that was accumulated from an online public database was converted into a usable format. In order to reduce imbalance and 
bias in the database, we used Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling Technique (SMOTE), a data augmentation technique on the 
database. Data visualization enabled patterns to be observed, determining the most significant factors for a migraine occurrence. 
Two models were trained to accurately predict the occurrences of migraines: a logistic regression and a random forest. The logistic 
regression model achieved significant results with a 97% accuracy, but the random forest was also close with an 89% accuracy. The 
number of triggers was found to be the deciding factor in determining migraine occurrences. The second most important factor 
was the number of helping factors present, such as getting enough sleep or exercise. Finally, a user-friendly website was developed. 
This website took in biometrics and user-inputted data to display the probability of getting a migraine, using the logistic regression 
model.

KEYWORDS: Migraines; Predicting Migraines; Migraine Triggers; Machine Learning; SMOTE; Feature Selection; Logistic 
Regression Model; Random Forest Model.

� Introduction
Migraines are the sixth most disabling and third most preva-

lent illness in the world. More than four million people suffer 
from chronic migraines at least fifteen times a month.1 A mi-
graine is a recurrent headache that causes moderate to severe 
pain experienced through throbbing or pulsing in the head. 
Often, it is also associated with sensitivity to light and loud 
sounds, nausea, and vomiting.2 Those who suffer from mi-
graines are unable to complete daily tasks . But while most 
research is focused on finding treatments and cures for mi-
graines, there is a need to help patients predict their future 
migraine occurrences from their migraine triggers, which 
would allow them to avoid triggers and minimize pain.
    Some companies have tried to create “migraine diaries” that 
allow users to track their migraines by inputting migraine oc-
currences. However, there are two main problems with these 
efforts: they are often time-consuming for patients, and they 
do not allow users to see the causes of their migraines, mean-
ing that they cannot take preventative measures. Migraine 
Buddy© and Migraine Coach©, for example, are two popular 
migraine tracking apps that allow patients to record how long 
their migraines last and how frequently they occur. Although 
Migraine Buddy allows patients to input factors that may 
have caused their migraines, the process is intensive and takes 
a lot of time to complete every day. Some information that 
Migraine Buddy tracks is “the type of attack, pain level, your 
location when your migraine began, and potential triggers”.3 
Though they attempt to improve patient lifestyle, these apps 

are not designed to predict the likelihood of a future migraine 
occurrence based on the current status of a user; they are only 
meant to be used as a calendar to store information on past 
migraines. Additionally, this only allows for retrospective in-
formation to be relayed to the individuals and no information 
about preventing future migraines.
   To address this gap, we built machine learning models that 
predict migraines based on individual biometric and user-in-
putted data. Machine learning methods can differentiate 
between a migraine occurrence and a non-migraine occurrence 
after being trained with data. Machine learning methods can 
be applied to find correlations between certain migraine trig-
gers and the probability of a migraine occurrence. Our machine 
learning models take user-inputted data to predict migraine 
occurrences. Users also have the option to enter personal trig-
gers through the website we built. Once a user confirms or 
inputs a new migraine, the model categorizes migraines based 
on the inputted triggers. In the future, patients will have the 
option to provide their data to physicians, who will be able to 
use it to improve treatment.
  Predicting migraine occurrences is crucial in both its pre-
vention and mitigation. Patients can be more aware of their 
triggers and avoid them, sparing them the pain of severe mi-
graines. Doctors and other medical providers can analyze the 
data to change and administer treatments per their discretion. 
Our solution specifically tackles the problem of the lack of an 
accurate prediction system for migraines. By implementing a 
machine learning model that can find patterns between indi-
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vidual migraine factors inputted into the application, we hope 
to be able to improve the lifestyle of countless patients who 
suffer from these severe headaches.
   In a prior study,4 the authors created their own dataset from 
over half a million migraines. They reported the most common 
triggers, but they did not fit predictive models to do so. In 
another study, researchers  created an application that provid-
ed video, audio, and animated instructions about learning how 
to manage migraines.5 Additionally, they provided a headache 
diary that tracked triggers that users self-report. But because 
these were self-reported by patients, they were susceptible to 
biases. Users may not have had enough knowledge on how 
migraines occur and might have mistaken coincidences for 
trigger factors. Because migraines involve physical pain, pa-
tients may not have the awareness to remember and record 
details about their migraines. By incorporating machine 
learning into the process, human errors become less common 
and the results more reliable. In another research study,6 the 
authors administered a questionnaire and used the results to 
train a Naive Bayes classifier and Support Vector Machine 
(SVM). Additionally, they reported that feature selection using 
the Naive Bayes improved the prediction accuracy from 67% 
to 93%, while feature selection improved the accuracy from 
90% to 95% for the SVM. Other researchers have used deep 
learning models and wearable devices to predict migraines.7 
For many migraine studies using machine learning, researchers 
analyzed electroencephalograms (EEG) patterns in their data. 
One study utilized an ANOVA test, a hypothesis test deter-
mining if something is different and statistically significant, 
to classify EEG patterns.8 They also utilized a neural network 
and achieved a total accuracy of 90.9%. In another study, re-
searchers  used AR Burg, which was an autoregression based 
method, and MUSIC method, which was a subspace-based 
model, and SVM to analyze migraine EEG signals.9

  In this study, we addressed the open problem of how ma-
chine learning models can be utilized to predict migraines. 
Our study is different from previous ones because we focused 
on mitigating the imbalance in the data before applying ma-
chine learning techniques in order to improve the accuracy of 
the machine learning models. We also used different machine 
learning models, specifically a Logistic Regression model and 
a Random Forest model, to obtain our results. Instead of fo-
cusing on EEG activity, which requires a professional, we used 
common migraine triggers that many individuals have to pre-
dict future migraine occurrences, making our implemented 
model accessible to patients from their homes.

� Results and Discussion
 Data Collection

     The database we used was called “Analysis of Trigger Factors 
in Episodic Migraineurs Using a Smartphone Headache Di-
ary Applications”.10 This database was published on February 
22, 2016. The study that published this database was done by 
Jeong-Wook Park, Min Kyung Chu, and other collaborating 
scientists and published on Plos One. In the dataset, there were 
numerous migraine triggers or features that could increase a 
chance of a migraine, such as “stress”, “excess sleep”, “exercise”, 

“fatigue”, “drinking”, “overeating”, “caffeine”, “smoking”, “trav-
el”, etc. These features were used to predict ‘getting a migraine’ 
or ‘not getting a migraine’, which were the two classes for clas-
sification. Each feature had two options for selection and the 
answers were represented in a binary. Responding  “yes” to a 
feature equated to 1, while “no”  equated to 0. For example, if a 
user had stress, then the database had a 1 under the stress fea-
ture. Each feature represented a column in the database while 
each user and his or her migraine prediction was a row in the 
database. The dataset contained 4580 entries including both 
migraine and non-migraine days.
   Proposed Mechanism
   Recently, machine learning has been used to classify and 
predict many diseases and illnesses such as COVID-19. Due 
to machine learning’s ability to learn the representation of 
the data through the models, it was often used to classify la-
bels for given data. Because our question focused on building 
a model that classified large amounts of data into categories 
accurately, we decided that machine learning would improve 
the prediction accuracy for migraines in our research. Machine 
learning enabled computers to find patterns through numer-
ous data samples in order to predict the outcome of new data. 
The two types of machine learning models were classification 
and regression. Classification  allows  data to be put into dis-
crete outcomes. Regression, in contrast, is  a continuous model 
that can  predict probabilities of a continuous target. The two 
models used in our research were a logistic regression model 
and a random forest model. Although the logistic regression 
model was most often used as a regression model, we repur-
posed it for classification to match our needs. The random 
forest model, which can be used for both purposes, performed 
as a classification model in our research as well. Figure 1 shows  
the process used from getting the data to training the model. It 
represents  the process for both the logistic regression and the 
random forest model.

It represents  the process for both the logistic regression and 
the random forest model.

To have a basis of comparison between both models, we had 
certain parameters that were defined as constants.  We re-
served 30% of the dataset for our testing data, while the other 

Figure 1. The proposed approach for our machine learning models to classify 
migraines.
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70% became the training  Synthetic Minority Over-Sam-
pling Technique (SMOTE)11 was only implemented it on the 
training data. We used the testing data to get our results in 
accuracy, precision, and macro-average F1 scores. Macro-av-
erage scores were calculated so that they did not take class 
imbalance into consideration. Thus, we directly compared our 
results from the machine learning models with and without 
SMOTE. SMOTE is a data augmentation method used to 
increase the number of under sampled instances of a class us-
ing the “k-nearest neighbors” algorithm. In our case, the under 
sampled instances were  “no migraine” occurrences. Because of 
the significant imbalance observed in the dataset, we utilized 
the imbalanced-learn library in Python to applying SMOTE 
to our dataset.12

  In evaluating our results, we did not only focus on accura-
cy, as accuracy alone could not provide detailed insight about 
our conclusions. Instead, we evaluated macro-average preci-
sion, macro-average recall, and macro-average F1 scores. In 
Table 1, we describe the metrics that were used to evaluate 
the results of our research. These metrics were also used in the 
formulae for accuracy, macro-average precision, macro-average 
recall, and macro-average F1 scores, which are shown below in 
Equation 1:

    In our experiments, we used the accuracy, precision, re-
call, and macro-average F1 scores from the Scikit-Learn 
open-source Python library.13 Additionally, these metrics 
were evaluated with the testing data to determine whether our 
models performed well on data they had never seen before. In 
other words, the higher the metrics were, the better our models 
generalized to new data.

Data Visualization
Before training our machine learning models, we visualized our 
data using different Python libraries to gain an understanding 
of overall patterns and trends in the data.  In Figure 2, the class 
imbalance in the dataset was evident; there were over 3 times 
as many “no migraine” occurrences as there were “migraine” oc-
currences. In Figure 3, the correlation between the number of 

Table 1. Metrics for the discussion of the results.
triggers an individual suffered and whether they got a migraine 
is  observed. We saw that there was an association between the 
number of triggers and the migraine occurrence: as one got 
more triggers, it became more probable that one will also get 
a migraine. There are a few discrepancies in Figure 3. The pro-
portion of no migraine occurrences goes to 0 for 7 triggers and 
then rises back up to 0.5 for 8 and 9 triggers. While this may 
seem like a contradiction to the claim above, it is explained by 
the dataset we used. Our database only had 2-3 values for each 
of those categories (7, 8, and 9 triggers). Because of this limited 
size of data, those sections of the graph are not  reliable. Our 
machine learning models were able to take advantage of these 
associations in order to accurately predict when a user will get 
a migraine.

Logistic Regression
   One machine learning model utilized in this research was 
a logistic regression. The logistic regression model is a sta-
tistical model that calculates the probability of two different 
results given one or more predictors or features. The outcome 
of our  logistic regression was a dichotomous variable, mean-
ing that there were only two possible outcomes. In predicting 
migraines, a migraine occurrence corresponded to 1 while a no 
migraine occurrence corresponded to 0. Given certain triggers 
of migraines, the logistic regression algorithm found a pattern 
between the triggers and predicted whether a migraine will oc-
cur or not. The probability of the migraine occurrence or P(x) 
for an observation with feature x was determined by the logis-
tic equation, otherwise known as a sigmoid function, which 
was denoted by Equation 2:

where β_0 and β_1 represented parameters to the sigmoid 
function as determined by the individual features and data of 
the migraine dataset. X represented a data matrix given by the 
inputs and features of our dataset.   
    While the logistic function provided a probability that 
represented a continuous variable, we used the probability to 
determine whether an individual experienced a migraine occur-
rence or not. When training on the dataset without SMOTE 

Figure 2. The comparison of migraine occurrences and the bias in the dataset
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but with all the features, the logistic regression achieved an 
accuracy of 0.95 and a macro-average F1 score of 0.88. The 
confusion matrix for the logistic regression model is shown 
in Figure 4. We saw that generally the model performed well 
predicting real no migraines while it inaccurately predicted no 
migraines when the individual did  experience a migraine. To 
quantify, it accurately predicted 1193 instances of no migraines 
as no migraines and 119 instances of migraines as migraines. 
However, it inaccurately predicted 46 actual migraine occur-
rences as no migraines and 16 actual no migraine occurrences 
as migraine occurrences.    

     In order to see if the imbalance in the classes caused the false 
negatives, we implemented SMOTE, a method of data aug-
mentation, on the data. SMOTE produced synthetic instances 
of the migraine class because there were more instances of the 
no migraine class than the migraine class. Without SMOTE, 
it seemed obvious that the model could have kept predicting 
no migraine and kept getting a high accuracy just because of 

Figure 3. The stacked bar chart of the number of triggers versus migraine occurrence.

Figure 4. The confusion matrix for the logistic regression model trained on the testing 
data without SMOTE.

the high ratio of the no migraine occurrences to the migraine 
occurrences. To see if the model could improve its classification 
on migraine occurrences, SMOTE must be utilized to mit-
igate the imbalance in the dataset. After applying SMOTE, 
there were 2832 instances of the migraine class and no mi-
graine class each. The model with SMOTE outperformed the 
model without SMOTE, as its accuracy improved by 2% to 
97%, and its macro-average F1 score improved by 0.06 to 0.94. 
The confusion matrix in Figure 5 detailed the TP, TN, FP, and 
FN classifications that the model achieved on the testing data. 
We saw that the number of FN, or when the model predicted 
no migraine, but the individual did  have  a migraine, fell to 0 
as opposed to the 46 from the model without SMOTE. How-
ever, after utilizing SMOTE, we saw that the false positive rate 
increased. To quantify, the model predicted 16 no migraines as 
migraines without SMOTE, but predicted 39 no migraines 
as migraines with SMOTE. The increase in FP and the de-
crease in FN is due to the newly formed balanced dataset from 
SMOTE using the same logistic regression model as before. 
Although the false positive rate increased, the macro-aver-
age F1 score still increased and the accuracy increased with 
SMOTE because of the large improvement in lowering the 
number of false negatives. Thus, Figure 5 shows  that SMOTE 
enhanced our model’s accuracy and macro-average F1 score. 
Additionally, SMOTE suggests  that the model got better at 
predicting true migraine occurrences.
  The results for the model with and without SMOTE are  
shown below in Table 2. We saw that the macro-average pre-
cision score decreased due to the increase in FP. However, the 
macro-average recall increased more than the decrease in mac-
ro-average precision, which resulted in an overall increase in 
the macro-average F1 score. The increase in the number of TP, 
which was when the model predicted correctly for a migraine 
occurrence, ultimately increased the overall accuracy for the 
logistic regression with SMOTE.

  The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve shown 
in Figure 6 details  the opportunity cost between the false 
positive and true positive rates. The ROC curve was used to 
determine the logistic regression’s performance on distinguish-
ing between what truly was a migraine occurrence and what 
was not. The baseline curve, represented by the dashed red 
line, shows  the performance of an untrained and inaccurate 
classifier, as the true positive rate was equivalent to the false 

Figure 5. The confusion matrix for the logistic regression model trained on the testing 
data with SMOTE, an improvement from the classification without SMOTE.

Table 2. The results obtained with and without SMOTE on the testing data with the 
logistic regression model.
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positive rate. When the curve was closer to the upper left cor-
ner, the classifier became more accurate. This curve represented 
the performance of the logistic regression with SMOTE on 
the dataset. As shown by the solid blue line, which represents 
the logistic regression’s ROC curve, the logistic regression was 
very accurate at predicting migraines. This means the logistic 
regression classifier was able to correctly predict migraine oc-
currences almost all the time. Overall, from the ROC curve, 
our model performed well on the testing data.

Random Forest
   The second model that was created in this research was a 
random forest. The random forest model is a supervised re-
gression-based machine learning algorithm that predicts 
outcomes based on a step-by-step decision-making process. A 
decision tree is an intuitive branching system that leads each 
entry to a conclusion based on similarities and differences.

   In the random forest model, many uncorrelated decision 
trees predicted outcomes individually. These results were com-
pared through ensemble learning and the random forest model 
reached a conclusion. This prevented any individual errors or 
outliers from influencing the final answer and safeguarded 
against overfitting, which is one of the larger errors of ma-
chine learning. Overfitting is the phenomena when the model 
performed well on the training data but poorly on the test-
ing data. In other words, the model did not generalize well to 
newly seen data. To avoid overfitting, random forest utilizes 
ensemble learning to reach a conclusion. In the context of this 
research, the model took in the various triggers and symptoms 
and predicted whether a migraine will occur or not. In addi-
tion, the random forest model created many different decision 
trees, and then viewed the overall trend from all those trees to 
reach  a conclusion. Because of this, even if a few decision trees 
did overfit, the general trend would ensure that overfitting is 
avoided.
    Before the model was tested, a baseline estimation was done. 
This gave us a target to reach through our model. If the model 
randomly chose migraine for 50% of the data and no migraine 
for the remaining half, we received an accuracy of 75.6%. 

For the random forest to be a proper predictor of migraines, 
it would need to reach an accuracy significantly higher than 
75.6%. This performance indictor also revealed the imbalance 
of the dataset as the baseline accuracy was above 50%.
   Figure 7 highlights an example of a certain node in one of 
the decision trees from our random forest model. The top stem 
includes the deciding factor for all the values that fell under 
it. Based on Figure 7, this variable was the number of help-
ing factors being less than or equal to 0.5. If there were more 
than 0.5 helping factors present, then the process moved to the 
right. Otherwise, it continued to the left.
    The line underneath calculated the mean square error (MSE) 
of this node. This error was calculated by finding the average 
of the sum of all errors squared. Calculating the mean square 
error of data provided a metric to create a decision tree. For 
optimal results, the model minimized the MSE of all nodes. 
The next line gave the total number of samples that were pass-
through this node, and the last line (value) gave a prediction 
for all values under this node. In this figure, for the first node, 
the prediction for all 2201 samples that pass through it was 
no migraine. In this way, each data value passed through the 
entire decision tree and reached the end, at which no further 
distinctions could have been made between values. As seen in 
Figure 7, the very bottom nodes, called the leaf nodes, provid-
ed an individualized prediction for each data value. Looking at 
the node at the bottom left corner, there were 228 values that 
fall under this specific category and the prediction for these 
was 0.2, or no migraine.

          Many similar decision trees were constructed in the 
random forest model, each leading the data to a conclusion 
of migraine or no migraine. The majority response was then 
returned. Using the testing data, our random forest model 
achieved a prediction accuracy of 89.66%.  This was the re-
sult with SMOTE. The average absolute error was 0.1. This 
was a significantly higher accuracy than the baseline predic-
tion’s accuracy of 75.6% and meant that the model improved 
prediction accuracy. We saw that SMOTE also improves the 
accuracy of the classification by mitigating the imbalance in 
the dataset. The random forest algorithm provided a feature 
importance attribute that weighed certain features based on 
the contribution to the classification. From evaluating our 

Figure 6. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for the logistic regression 
model with SMOTE applied on the testing data

Figure 7. One section of a single decision tree from the random forest model.
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model, the most contributing feature to the classification was 
the number of triggers while the second most contributing 
feature was the number of helping factors such as the amount 
of exercise and sleep. While the model showed that an increase 
in the number of triggers contributed the most to migraines, 
the opposite was true for the number of helping factors. The 
more the helping factors, the lower the chance for a migraine. 
Through future research, we hope to further investigate these 
factors along with others to further understand these weights 
and their effects on migraines.

Website Development
   Research was conducted in making an application for the 
users to predict migraine occurrences. Because the logistic 
regression with SMOTE outperformed all the other models 
utilized in this research, we implemented the logistic regres-
sion model with SMOTE on our website. In Figure 8, the 
layout of the website is shown. Users were prompted with a 
quiz where they entered  certain personal triggers  through a 
simple questionnaire having the same features and inputs as 
the features used to train the logistic regression model with 
SMOTE. Then, in the backend of the website, we used Flask, 
which is a micro web framework written in Python, to load our 
logistic regression model, predict the probability a user has a 
migraine, and display the probability on the screen.

   Conclusion
   Recently, there has been a demand for accurate migraine 
prediction through machine learning to help physicians advise 
patients what is best to avoid future migraines. By analyz-
ing the dataset and utilizing SMOTE data augmentation, 
we provided an accurate, fast, and user-friendly application 
that might help migraineurs predict their future migraines. 
Through research and experiments, it was understood that 
many factors affect migraines. Both the logistic regression and 
random forest models achieved high results, but the logistic 
regression outperformed existing models using a standard 
dataset. To quantify, the logistic regression achieved a 97% 
prediction accuracy when SMOTE was employed. Through 
the random forest model and feature selection, it was found 
that the deciding factor for migraines was the number of trig-
gers present. A website, MyGraine, was created where both the 

triggers and helping factors can be entered to receive a predic-
tion. We made the following contributions through our paper:
• We concluded that the Logistic Regression model out-
performed many of the previous models for migraine
classification. To quantify our success, the Logistic Regression
model achieved a 97% prediction accuracy on the test data.
• We determined that feature selection could improve a Ran-
dom Forest model’s accuracy to 89%. By choosing different
features to train our Random Forest with, we used the more
discriminative features in order to improve a model’s classifi-
cation accuracy.
• We demonstrated that SMOTE data augmentation was
useful in mitigating bias in the dataset and improved the clas-
sifiers’ accuracies on an imbalanced dataset.

  In the future, we want to research into federated learn-
ing14 so that individuals can have their own machine learning 
model tailored to their own migraine triggers. Additionally, 
we are in contact with the American Registry for Migraine 
Research in order to get a larger database to confirm our re-
sults and have more extensive testing. We also want to expand 
our website into a mobile application through Xcode to al-
low patients to record migraines and the predictions to send 
to healthcare providers as well as advise patients about their 
migraine predictions. The application could be connected to 
Apple HealthKit, allowing the app to use biometrics as inputs 
as well as user-inputted features. Eventually, through testing 
with migraine patients with various backgrounds, our logistic 
regression model will become more accurate and will be able to 
impact the lives of many from around the world.

� Methods
    A critical part of our research was in the code that we wrote. 
The code was essential in order to produce similar results to 
our findings. Our GitHub repository with all the code and 
resources will be available upon publication.

Data Manipulation
     In order to use the database, we pre-processed the data. 
There were some empty and “null” spots in the database. Here, 
we put 0’s in these places because it was reasonable to assume 
that the answer was no for the question. The questions be-
ing asked for data collection were about important measures 
taken in a day such as exercising or sleeping in. We expected 
and assumed that the subjects would remember any important 
activities they have taken in their day. If they did not report 
an answer for a question, then we could consider that activity 
“not significant” for the day and thus assumed that either the 
subject did not partake in it or was not exposed to it a signif-
icant duration of time (which would mean that it most likely 
did not affect the migraine occurrence). Next, we dropped 
features such as “number”, “patient”, and “ID” because these 
were unique for every individual and were used to identify the 
individual. The number specifies what number entry the indi-
vidual was. For example, the first person in the database, had 
a 1 in the “number” category, while the second person in the 
database had a 2 in the “number” category and so on. The “pa-
tient” feature was a unique combination of letters and numbers 

Figure 8. The layout of our MyGraine website that allows users to predict their 
migraines using the logistic regression model with SMOTE.
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given to the patient that had no correlation to whether a user 
experiences a migraine occurrence or not. Similarly, the “ID” 
feature was a random combination of numbers and letters giv-
en to each patient. Since “number”, “patient”, and “ID” had no 
correlation to whether a user experienced a migraine or not, we 
removed them before training our machine learning models.

Machine Learning Models
   The machine learning models utilized were implemented 
in Python and different Python libraries. The data was in a 
comma-separated values (CSV) file. In order to read the data 
in the file, we utilized the Pandas library to load the data. For 
data visualization, we employed the Seaborn and Matplotlib.
pyplot library. Additionally, we used the Sklearn library for 
SMOTE, the logistic regression model, the random forest 
model, splitting the training and testing data, the confusion 
matrices, the ROC curves, and the decision tree visualization.

Website
   The website was coded in HTML and styled using CSS. Ad-
ditionally, the backend was in Flask library in Python. In order 
to load the logistic regression model into the website, we first 
used the Pickle library in Python to save the logistic regression 
model. The Flask backend dealt with processing the user-in-
putted features in the questionnaire, predicting the probability 
of the migraine after the user submitted the questionnaire, and 
displaying the result to the user on the website.
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